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The European Community Regulation on chemicals and their safe use (REACH)
As regards RE ACH Solar is considered as a distributor and supplier of goods.
This demands that we pass on information concerning each product of our range of
products containing substances (of a quantity higher than 0.1 weight percentage) listed in
the European Chemicals Agency candidate list.
Our products can in exceptional cases contain substances that are listed in the candidate
list. To the extent that these products contain more than 0.1 weight percentage of such
substances, we will inform about it. Some of these substances in the candidate list can have
been made liable to approval, but as to our goods that are defined as an article, this
circumstance does not change our obligation of informing our customers about the contents
of these substances, if any. To the extent that our products are manufactured in E urope, a
substance listed in the approvals list and having had a "sunset date", acc. to the REACH
regulation article 56 will only occur, if approval from the EU-commission has been granted.
The products distributed by Solar that contain substances listed in the European Chemicals
Agency candidate list are enclosed here in PDF format
Solar's product list is updated regularly when the product range or the European Chemicals
Agency candidate list are updated. Please, notice that the same product might appear
several times in the list, if the product contains several substances.
Solar is performing it's obligations as to informing about the RE ACH regulation article 33.
Several of the substances from the candidate list will be appearing on appendix 14 and
thereby be included in the approval procedure.
Solar refers to the fact that these statements solely are due to information from our
suppliers, thus we renounce liability for damages concerning the accuracy and the
completeness of these statements.
To the extent the supplier has worked out a REACH document on a product, this is available
as a link in Solar Webshop. By writing the article no. you can open the product description
and here find the document link as an information icon.

If you have questions concerning our work with REACH you are welcome to contact our
Master Data department at masterdata@solar.dk
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